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Abstract. By analysis of traditional connection mode and assessment system for distribution 

network, a new connection mode by use of the principle of elementary connection for distribution 

network is presented in this paper. A feasible connection mode of distribution network is 

constructed by use of various combination of elementary connection variables and inherent 

constraint conditions in regions of electricity consumption.  

Introduction  

With the rapid development of economy, the demand for electricity is growing, and requirements of 

reliability and economy performances in Electricity are more stringent. How to choose the optimal 

connection mode is an important piece of work in the planning and construction of MV power 

distribution network structure. The structure and connection of distribution network is complicated, 

and traditional mode only analyses the reliability and economy of it. The selection of connection is 

based on planners’ personal experience and subjective judgment, which is unconvincing.  
Some scholars have made studies in this field. For example reference [1] classifies connection 

modes of MV power distribution network according to Structured Element Theory, which provides 

new ideas to MV power distribution network planning. Reference [2] constructs a feasible 

connection mode of distribution network by various combination of elementary connections, 

proposes a dynamic evaluation model for elementary connection and achieves typical connection 

modes for distribution network under different boundary conditions.  

This paper proposes a new method of constructing distribution network. Elementary connection 

mode for distribution network offers a new thought and detailed steps.  

Elementary Connection Mode for Distribution Network 

Elementary Connection Method. Mathematical thinking is the deep understanding of the nature of 

mathematical science and law, including the classification discussed ideas, equivalent 

transformation of ideas, thoughts, etc., these ideas are the basis of the need to trace the fundamental 

principle of knowledge, this is the embodiment of primitive thinking. "Yuan" refers to some kind of 

independent existence, "primitive" refers to the basic independent existence. Primitive is, the 

elements of a whole is the basis of understanding the overall, and primitive thinking is the basic 

principle of mining knowledge, grasp the essence of knowledge. It often has a general and a wide 

range of mobility and profound essential. 
The definition of different areas of primitives is different. In physics, the earliest primitive refers 

to constitute the basic unit of substances, including electronic, quarks and neutrinos; In biology, will 

form the local area on the biological macromolecular structure characteristic sequence, to adapt to 

the combination between macromolecules (or fit), the basic structure unit, known as primitives, 

including zinc finger, leucine zipper, spiral - corner - screw and screw - ring - screw, etc., these 

structures is one of the important research topic in life science. The primitive theory has been 

widely in many areas, such as: using the primitive features of the concept of automatic text 

classification, image segmentation by texture primitives, using the combination of the primitive 

shape reconstruction and so on. A primitive theory as the research of the essence of things thought 

gradually be applied to more and more fields. 
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Element is defined as the basic unit of energy transportation in distribution network, which 

means the simplest power supply mode in connection mode. For the aspect of structure, element 

usually consists of power source, load, line or several elements. The structure of elementary is 

shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1.  Structure of element 

 

Elementary connection is the most basic and indivisible part of distribution network, which 

shows its characteristics as a whole to the outside. Several elements can be combined to form 

complex and diverse distribution network according to certain principles, as is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2.  Diverse distribution network by combination of elements 

 

Combination of Elements. Any complex network U in planned area has equivalent elementary 

connection mode correspondingly. Each kind of connection and its parameters constitutes an 

elementary collection (elementary variables), while each elementary variable contains all categories 

of parameters of this kind of connection. 

In elementary connection combination, elementary combined variable T(x) is characterized by a 

4-element array (x, U, G, M), as is shown in Fig. 3. Among them, xi (i=1, 2…n) means different 

category of elementary connection, Ui (i=1, 2…n) means the objective factors of the planned 

regions where elementary connections combine, Gi (i=1, 2…n) means different load property of one 
certain planned district, Mi (i=1, 2…n) means corresponding constraint conditions. 
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Figure 3.  Combined variables of elementary connection 

 

Steps of Build Connection Method of Distribution Network by Elementary Connection. 1) 

Forecast a kind of electricity area for load, based on annual electricity consumption electricity area, 

by investigating each load types and each type the number of users to calculate the predictive load 

value. 

2) According to the load forecasting, determine the level of substation capacity, the number of 

new substation, the substation location and planning, making its meet the requirements of the load 

level and already some technical constraints, and making the optimal economic indicators. 
3) According to the source of capacity, load rate, line number from substation site selection 

constant volume and the load capacity of transformer substation from load forecasting. Using the 

elementary connection method determine how many primitive wirings from power to the load for 

power supply can meet the requirements. Through the formula 11, we can calculate the number of 

elementary connection. 
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Where Source capacity noted P1, load factor noted θ and the number of wires on substation noted 

P2. 

4) According to the number of primitive connection, determining its primitive connection type 

and planning the needs of geographical conditions, analysing the distribution network wiring 

inherent in the various constraint conditions, screening to get the typical connection mode satisfied 
conditions. 

5) According to the above steps for distribution network connection method, we use FAHP to 

evaluate and get the optional connection method from safety, reliability and economy aspect. 

Conclusion 

According to elementary connection thought in other areas of the proposed primitive wiring 

thinking, planning area suitable for the formation of a load demand distribution network wiring, 

thus avoiding the inherent shortcomings of each existing wiring, breaking the traditional 
distribution planning network. Elementary connection are the basic wiring of power supply, with 

units, integrity and combinatorial. Different combinations of primitives can be defined as a 

primitive collection, which also meet the basic operations and basic nature of the classic collection. 
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